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Amendments to Section 193 of the New York Labor Law (“Section 193”) that expand permissible employee 
wage deductions were signed into law by Governor Cuomo on Sept. 7, 2012 and are effective sixty (60) days 
from the signing (the “Effective Date”). 

Since at least 2010, the New York State Department of Labor (“NYS DOL”) has interpreted Section 193 
narrowly, opining that most employee wage deductions that are not specifically enumerated are prohibited. 
For example, deductions for mistaken wage overpayments have been prohibited. Under Section 193, 
allowable deductions from an employee’s wages were limited to deductions authorized by law (e.g., tax 
withholdings and Medicare contributions), insurance premiums, pension or health and welfare benefits, 
contributions to charitable organizations, payments for United States bonds, payments for dues to a labor 
organization and similar payments for the benefit of the employee (the “Catch-All Exception”). 

The amendments to Section 193 are designed to counter the NYS DOL’s recent limited view of the Catch-All 
Exception. The amendments will now permit additional deductions for prepaid legal plans; purchases made at 
events sponsored by, or contributions to, a bona fide charitable organization; discounted parking or 
transportation passes; discounted gym memberships; cafeteria, vending machine and pharmacy purchases 
made at an employer’s place of business; child care expenses; tuition, room and board, and other fees for 
educational institutions; and housing payments at no more than the market rates by non-profit hospitals. 

Subject to future NYS DOL regulations, Section 193 also will now specifically permit employers to make 
deductions for an overpayment of wages that is due to mathematical error or other clerical errors and to 
recoup salary or wage advances. The future regulations are expected to address the periodic amounts that 
may be recovered and the timing, frequency, duration and method of repayment, and procedures for 
employees to dispute the amount of the overpayment or seek a delay of the deduction. Notably, the 
amendments only reference employee loans in the context of permissible deductions for salary or wage 
advances. The NYS DOL has previously taken a limited view of whether employee loans, whether repaid via 
wage deductions or otherwise, are permitted under Section 193. 

Prior to making any permissible deductions, an employer must provide the employee with written notice of the 
terms and conditions and/or benefits of the deduction, and the employee must consent voluntarily to the 
deductions in writing. The amendments require that an employee’s written authorization for deductions be 
kept on the employer’s premises for the duration the employee’s employment and for six additional years after 
his employment ends. The employee may revoke his consent in writing at any time. In addition, an employer 
must notify an employee of any substantial change in the terms or conditions of the payment as soon as 
possible, and before an increased deduction is made. 
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The amendments to Section 193 expire three years after the Effective Date, unless further legislative action is 
taken. Until the NYS DOL issues its regulations on the amendments, employers should proceed cautiously in 
making deductions from employees’ wages or providing loans to employees. 
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If you have any questions concerning this Alert, please contact your attorney at Schulte Roth & Zabel or one 
of the authors.
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U.S. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any U.S. federal tax advice included in this communication was not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal tax penalties.

This information has been prepared by Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP (“SRZ”) for general informational purposes only. It does not constitute legal advice, and is 
presented without any representation or warranty as to its accuracy, completeness or timeliness. Transmission or receipt of this information does not create an 
attorney-client relationship with SRZ. Electronic mail or other communications with SRZ cannot be guaranteed to be confidential and will not (without SRZ 
agreement) create an attorney-client relationship with SRZ. Parties seeking advice should consult with legal counsel familiar with their particular 
circumstances. The contents of these materials may constitute attorney advertising under the regulations of various jurisdictions.
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